The role of gastro-oesophageal reflux in the aetiology of SIDS.
Gastro-oesophageal reflux (GOR) has been identified as a possible cause of SIDS. Several features of GOR unique to infants presenting with apparent life-threatening events (ALTEs) have led to its 'pathogenic' definition. One is that the life-threatening apnoea itself is initiated by GOR, another is that the ALTE relates to prolonged reflux during sleep, in a vulnerable sleep-state, and finally that the ALTE relates to excessive quantities of GOR. The presumption of GOR 'pathology' as a cause of SIDS however, is questionable in these susceptible infants for three reasons: firstly, GOR is physiological and occurs in most infants; secondly, there is no general consensus on what constitutes normal physiological reflux, and thirdly, variation in the recording technique and methods of data analysis and interpretation may account for the differences between study groups. It seems likely therefore if GOR is implicated in SIDS, additional factors are involved. Under certain circumstances, physiological GOR may trigger life-threatening apnoea in apparently healthy infants, that leads to SIDS. One mechanism that could explain such a death is reflex apnoea by stimulation of laryngeal chemoreceptors (LCR) during sleep. The conditions under which this could be fatal are the occurrence of gastric contents refluxed to the level of the pharynx during sleep, in the young infant who has depressed swallowing and arousal. That is, the occurrence of GOR to the level of the pharynx during sleep, an infrequent event that is usually innocuous, could be converted to a fatal event if swallowing is impaired and arousal depressed, by a variety of mediating factors such as prone sleeping, prematurity, sedatives, seizures or upper respiratory tract infections. The identification of LCR responses, particularly in prone sleeping and premature infants provide further evidence that this mechanism may be implicated in the aetiology of SIDS in apparently healthy infants.